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INTRODUCTION 
Let (<F’)i,j= ,, ,,,, n; k = ,, ,_,, m be indeterminates and let k( Xi, . . . . X, ) be the 
free algebra in m variables over some algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic zero. If II: F-t M,,(k[r$)]) is the map obtained by sending X, to 
the matrix (ti,“/), then n(F) is the so called ring of generic matrices G, n. 
G has many line properties. In particular, it is an t)re domain and its 
ricg’of quotients is the generic division algebra D, n. Let K,,, denote the 
center of D,, n. A well known and important open problem is whether K,,, 
is purely trancendental over the ground field. Procesi has shown that Km,, 
is purely trancendental over K,,, and hence it s&ices to prove rationality 
in the case m = 2. Rationality of K2,2, K2,3, K2,4 was proved by 
E. Formanek [F1,2, 31 using the interpretation of K2,n as the function field 
of a torus. Our aim in this paper is to give an alternative description of K,,, 
as the function field of a Picard scheme over a generic plane curve. 
Let (n, d) be a pair of natural numbers and let Qn,d be the variety 
parametrizing couples (C, D), where C is a curve of degree n in [Fpi and D 
is a divisor class of degree d on C. Our main theorem (6.1.3) then says that 
K2,” is the function field of Q,,.,,- i ),*. 
If we denote C,,, = Tr(G,,,) then C is a finitely generated k-algebra [P] 
and fh,, is the quotient field of C,,,. C,,, is called the ring of matrix 
invariants since it can be obtained as the ring of invariants of k[5!,?] under 
G&(k), where CL,(k) acts on the matrices (r!,y)j,j by conjugation. In 
Theorem (6.2.3) we give an explication of Theorem (6.1.3) by showing that 
Cg C,,, contains a well defined polynomial ring C, such that k(C) is the 
function field of a principal homogeneous space over an abelian variety 
defined over k(C,). 
The results given above seem to imply that K,,, is stably rational in view 
of [Ma]. Unfortunately L. Lebruyn has shown that Maruyama’s proof 
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contradicts a result of Snider [Le]. This has also been confirmed by 
Saltman and others. 
As an application of the use of Qn,d we will give a geometric proof that 
Q is rational, thereby providing an alternative proof of Formanek’s 
ra;ibnality result for K, 3. 
Since this paper is mainly intended for ring theorists and we have used 
some geometrical language we have included preliminary sections about 
sheaf theory over sites, Picard and Hilbert schemes, and cohomology. 
1. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
In this paper all schemes will be locally Noetherian and all morphisms 
between schemes will be locally of finite type. In particular Sch/X, where X 
is a locally Noetherian scheme, is the category of all Y + X with locally 
finite structure morphism. If X= spec R then we sometimes denote Sch/X 
by SchJR. Sch is a short hand for Sch/spec Z. 
Unless otherwise specified, functors will be contravariant. Names of 
functors will be written in a script font; representing schemes for these 
functors will usually have the same name but written in a roman font. If 
no confusion is possible we will denote a map between functors and 
between the representing schemes by the same name. 
k will be some algebraically closed held of characteristic zero. 
2. SOME GENERALITIES ABOUT FUNCTORS 
2.1. Sites 
Since in this note we will use “sheaffication” with respect to the flat 
topology, we will give a short discussion about sites. For a more thorough 
and extensive treatment see [M]. 
Let E be a class of morphisms of schemes satisfying: 
(a) All isomorphisms are in E. 
(b) Any composite of two morphisms in E is in E. 
(c) Any base change of a morphism in E is in E. 
Morphism in E are called E-morphisms. 
Classical examples of such classes are (zar), (et), (fl) meaning resp. open 
immersions, etale morphisms of finite type, and flat morphisms locally of 
finite type. Now fix a base scheme X, a class E as above, and a full sub- 
category C/X of Sch/X that is closed under fiber products and is such that 
for any Y + X in C/X and any E-morphism U -+ Y the composite U -+ X 
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is in C/X. An E-covering of an object Y of C/X is a family 4: (Vi _tgi Y),,, 
of E-morphisms such that Y = lJ g,(X). The class of all such coverings is 
called the E-topology on C/X. C/X together with its E-topology is called 
the E-site and is written (C/X), or simply X,. A presheaf 9 on a site 
f c/w, is a contravariant functor C/X + Sets. With each mo~hism 
f: U’ -+ U in C/X, 9 associates a morphism P(f): P(U) -+ P( U’). Some- 
times P(f) is written as ress, res.,, u, or even s H s 1 U. Note that the last 
two notations may be ambiguous. A morphism between two presheaves is 
a morphism between the corresponding functors. 
A presheaf 9 on X, is a sheaf if it satisfies 
(S,) If s, s‘ ELF(U) and there is a covering ( Ui + U);, I of U such that 
s/Ui=s’}Uiforallithen.s=s’. 
(S,) If (Vi-+ U)i,, is a covering and the family (s~)~~,, si~P(U) is 
such that si 1 Ui x ,, Uj = sj 1 Ui x u Vi for all i, j then there is an s E P( U) 
such that s / Ui=s,. 
It is customary to reformulate these conditions by saying that for each U 
in (C/X), and each covering ( Ui + U)i, [, the sequence 
g(U)~~g(ui)~~g(U~X~Uj) 
t l) 
is exact in Sets. 
2.1.1. THEOREM. For any presheaf 9 on XE there are a sheaf a9 on X, 
and a morphism 4: 9’ + a9 such that any other morphism @from .9 into a 
sheaf 9 factors uniquely as $4, where Ic/ is a morphism from a9 to 9. a.9 
is called the sheaffkation of 9. a9 is constructed as follows. 
For any U in C/X and s, s’ E cP( U) we define s - s’ ifs I Ui = s’ 1 Ui for all 
Ui in some covering of U. Now the elements of a9(U) will be represented by 
couples ((ri)ie,, %), where Q: (Uiju8 U)i, I is a cover in X,, ci E 9( U,), and 
til u,x”uj-~,~ uix,uj. 
Two couples ((<i)ie,,%) and ((~~)j~~,~‘~ represent the same element of 
(aY)( U) if % and W have a common re~nement -Y : ( V, -P U),, K such that 
the families (~~1, qk E 9( V,) arising by restricting (5,) and (<J are equal. 
2.1.2. Remark. A presheaf B satisfying only condition S, is called 
separated. In that case the natural map 9 -+@ a9 is an injection. It is clear 
that a subpresheaf of a separated presheaf is separated. 
2.2. Functors 
In this section we define some relevant notions for (contravariant) 
functors. Unless otherwise specified all functors will be from Sch/X to Sets. 
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2.2.1. DEFINITION. A functor %: Sch/X + Sets is said to be represen- 
table by Y if % is naturally equivalent to the functor Hom,( -, Y). 
2.2.2. DEFINITION. A subfunctor % c’L?Z is an open subfunctor if for 
each 5 E y( U) there is an open U, c U such that for f: V+ U, S(f)(O is 
in %(V) if and only if f( V) c U,. 
Openness of a subfunctor is usually easy to check. If % is a functor, 
5 E%(U), and XE U then let us denote %(i)(c) by r(x), where 
i: spec k(x) + U is the inclusion morphism. 
2.2.3. LEMMA. Let % be a subfunctor of 9. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) % is open in Y 
(2) (a) Z~<EY(U) then ~~%(U)oVx~U:5(x)~%(speck(x)). 
(b) Let 1Jk be afield extension and let p : spec 1+ spec k be the map 
associated to the inclusion kc 1. Zf 5 E ?J(spec k) and ME %(spec 1) 
then l E %( spec k). 
(c) For each U/X and each 5 E 9( U), U, = {XE U I ME 
%(spec k(x))} is open in U. 
Proof (1) * (2). If % is open in 3 then it is easy to check that the U, 
defined in (2.~) is the same as the U, from Definition 2.2.2. We have 
to verify (2.a) and (2.b). For (2.a) assume that [E S(U) and 
c 1 x E %(spec k(x)) for all x E U. This implies U, = U and hence t E%(U). 
(Apply Definition 2.2.2 for the identity map U-P U). For (2.b) assume 
given l/k, 5 E Q(spec k), and 9( p)( 5) E %(spec 1). This implies (spec k), = 
spec k and hence 5 E %(spec k). 
(2) = (1). Assume given f: V--P U, 5 EC!?(U). For XE V there is a 
commutative diagram 
%(spe!k(x)) 4 ____I__/ 
By (2.a) s(f)(t)E%( V) is equivalent to VXE V: 3(f )(<)(x)e 
%(spec k(x)). From (2.b) and the above diagram we obtain that this is 
equivalent to Vx E V: {(f(x)) E %(spec k( f (x))) and therefore to f ( V) c U, 
by 2.~. 
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If $ is a functor representable by a scheme Y then there is a universal 
element YZ in a(Y) corresponding to the identity element in Hom,( Y, Y). 
This means that for any U and any 4: E%(U) there is a unique map 
f: U -+ Y such that %(f)(q) = t. 
2.2.4. PROPOSITION [EGA 11. Zf 9 is an open subfunctor of3 and Y is 
representable by Y then .F is representable by Yq, where v is the universal 
element of B( Y). 
If X is a scheme then let us denote by X,,, and X, resp. (Sch/X),,, and 
(Sch/x)fl. Then it is clear that a functor 5 : Sch/X -+ Sets defines a presheaf 
on X,,, and X,. We will denote this presheaf also by 9. 
9 has a shea~cation with respect to the flat topology. We will denote 
this shea~cation by P. If 9 is a representable functor then it is a sheaf on 
Xe [M, p. 943 and hence 9 = 9. 
2.2.5. LEMMA. Suppose that 9 is an open subfunctor of 3; then 9 is an 
open subfunctor of 9. 
ProoJ: By the left exactness of sheaflication [M, p. 631 g is still a 
subfunctor of $5 
To prove that 9 is open in g we first show that if g: U’ -+ U is a 
morphism in Sch/X then U%(gjCsj= g-‘(Ut). Suppose we are given 
f: v-+u'. Then s(f)Cstg)(S)lE~(v)~se(goS)(5)Es(v)o(gaf)(v) 
= fy=Yf(wg-'fU~). 
Using this we can define U, for < E 4( U). If l is represented by a cover 
f&z (Ui--FUl Uji, i and elements rj E B( Eli) then we define U, = lJiE f ui( UjCi). 
Since the vis are Bat and locally of finite type U, is open. To check that 
the definition of U, is independent of the chosen representation of { it 
is sufficient to check that the definition is stable under refinement of the 
cover %. To show this it is sufficient to show the following fact: Let V 
be in Sch/X and &j E g( V). If (V, +q V)iEJ is a cover of V in X,, 
then vt=: UiEJVj(vjljg(v,)(~) . ) This is true because lJjEJ vj( Vis~u,~~s~) =
UjsJ uj(v/‘( V*))= v_S. 
Suppose that 5 es(@). 5 is represented by a cover (Ui --f” U)j,, and 
elements li~C4(Ui) such that tjI UiX,uj~5jI UiX”Uj: For all i,jEZ 
there is a commutative diagram 
Since ~Y(u,x l)(~i)-~(l x Ui)(tj) we obtain UiXu Uj<,=(uiX l)-‘(U~~,)= 
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t”ixU uj)3(uzx l)(c,) = t”ixLl uj)S(l xu,)(ri) = t1 ’ uj)pl(ui~j) = uic, xU uj. 
Hence if (a, b) E U,, xU Uj, i.e., if UE Uiec,, be Uj, and u,(a) = u,(b), then 
b E Ujt,. This translates into u,:‘(ui( Uit,)) c Ujc,. Similarly U; ‘(uj( Ujc,)) c 
U,,. Therefore Uir,~~;1(U,)=u;‘(~j,Iuj(Uj,,))=~j,Ju;’(~j(Uj5,))~ 
Uic,, which implies U, = u; ‘( U,). 
Suppose now that f~ Hom,( V, U). Let Vi= Vx, Ui. Then there is a 
commutative diagram for each i E I 
Here ui is the base extension of ui and fi is the base extension off: 
Suppose that g(f)(<) is in P(V). As in classical sheaf theory this means 
that there is a refinement (ukeJ, V, --+‘jk Vi+“8 V),,, of the cover 
(Vi-b”/ V)i such that S(f,)(~,) 1 V, is in 9( Vik). Therefore the image of 
v, -+ “dk vi 4 Ui lies in U,,. Hence from the fact that U, = Ui ui( Vi<,) one 
deduces that f(V) c U,. 
Conversely, assume that f( V) c U,. From the fact that U; ‘(U,) = Uit,, 
this implies that fi( Vi) c U, and hence %(h)(<,) is in 9( Vi) for all i. From 
this one concludes that g(f)(<) E P(V). 
3. PICARD AND HILBERT SCHEMES 
The results in this section are mainly due to Grothendieck [G]. See also 
[MuI. 
For all schemes S let &U&,,(S) = {closed subschemes Z c P” x S flat 
over S}. The fundamental existence theorem states that X/8,, is represen- 
table in Sch, i.e., there is a scheme Hilb.. (locally of finite type) and a 
functorial isomorphism between 
Hilb.. and Hom( - , &%‘e& Pn). 
Of course this is equivalent to the existence of a closed subscheme 
WC P” x Hilb,. flat over Hilb.” which is universal; i.e., given any closed 
Zc P” x S flat over S then there exists a unique morphism f: S-+ Hilb.. 
such that Z= (1 P, x f )*( W). One can show that Hilb.. breaks up as a 
disjoint union of open and closed subschemes, 
Hilb,.z LI Hilb:., 
PeZ[r] 
481 I?7 I-X 
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where Hilb:, represents the functor Y&Y&L, = {Z E Y&Y&~” with Hilbert 
polynomial P}. Then the strong form of the fundamental existence theorem 
states that Hilbi, is projective over spec(Z). 
From the existence of Hilb., one deduces the representability of other 
functors. In particular, if X is a closed subscheme of P” x T then a suitable 
closed subscheme of HilbPn x T called Hilb,, represents the functor 
S + {closed subschemes Z c Xx T S flat over S}. Again 
Hilb X/T= u Hilt& 
PEZ[I] 
with obvious notations. 
If SE Sch then a hypersurface I/ of degree d in lP x S is a closed sub- 
scheme of 5’” x S flat and of relative dimension n - 1 over S with fibers of 
degree d. The Hilbert polynomial Pn,d of V is detemined by these condi- 
tions and is obtained from the coefficients in the formal power series 
development of (1 - td)/( 1 - t)“+ ‘. Suppose that we are given an invertible 
sheaf L on S and sections 
(ai,,...in)io+ .;.;i,,=d 
I’ 
generating L. Then the equation 
may be used to define a hypersurface of degree d in P” x S. To see this, 
cover S with open subsets (Sj)jGJ such that there are isomorphisms 
hi: OS, --f L 1 Sj. Then the equation 
defines a hypersurface Vj in P” x Sj. Since clearly the inverse images of 
Sj n Sj in Vi and Vj are equal, the V,‘s may be glued together to define a 
hypersurface V in P” x S. 
By looking locally and glueing, it is easily proved that any hypersurface 
of degree d in P” x S is given by an equation of the form (*). This may be 
rephrased as in the following lemma: 
3.1. LEMMA. Let R be a ring and let 5: SchJR + Sets be the functor 
defined by 
F(S) = (hypersurfaces in IFD” x S of degree d >. 
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Then 9 is representable by 
P,(f(Co,;(d))) E PIpi ‘) 
(i.e., Hilbsid/spec R z pR(r(O$;(d)))). 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let V be a hypersurface in P” x S of degree d such that 
no fiber of V/S passes through the point (0, . . . . 0, 1). Then V is defined by an 
equation 
c ai,...i~x$~~~~~=O, 
i. + + in = d 
i/PO 
where the ai,, in are sections of &- and a,. .,,d = 1. 
Proof: As above V is given by an equation 
where the ai,... jn generate some invertible sheaf L on S. In this case, 
however, a0 .od# H”(S, m,9) for all x E S, where m, denotes the ideal 
sheaf of x. Hence a,. Od generates L and L E Q. Therefore we may change 
the ai,, ..in such that ao...Od = 1 and a,... jD E H”(S, OS). 
Assume that 1~: X-+ T is a flat projective morphism between schemes 
such that the fibers of rc are integral. Let 
{group of invertible sheaves L on Xx T S} 
9”x’T(s) = {subgroup of sheaves of the form p:(K) for K on S} ’ 
where S is a T-scheme. 9%‘~ X,T is a separated presheaf and is in general only 
representable if X+ T has a section. Its sheaftication, however, is always 
representable under the given assumptions; i.e., there are a scheme Pit,,, 
flat over T and a functorial isomorphism between 
,932 X,T and Hom( -, Pit,,). 
Just like Hilb, Pit can be broken up via Hilbert polynomials, 
Pit X/T= pic&? 
where Pic&, represents the functor 
LPic bT 
with 9;~f;/,(S) = {L E 9%‘~ ,,(S) with Hilbert polynomial P}. 
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In this case Pi&, is quasi-projective over T. 
It should be noted that the existence of the Hilbert scheme and especially 
the Picard scheme is quite deep. A good expose is found in [G]. 
If X+ T is a flat bundle of smooth curves then the invertible sheaves on 
X have a unique discrete invariant called the degree. Let pi,‘& be the sub 
functor of .~Yc,,, consisting of invertible sheaves of degree d. Pici,, is 
isomorphic to Picc,, for a suitable polynomial P. Hence 9%d,l, is represen- 
table by an open and closed subscheme Pic& of Pit,,. 
In particular if T is equal to spec K for some field K then we denote 
Pi+, by Jacd(X). The mutiplication Pi&(S) x Pica,/,(S) --, Pi&(S) 
and Pi&(S) x Pi&(S) + Pi& (S) induced by multiplication of inver- 
tible sheaves makes Jac’(X) into an abelian variety called the Jacobian of 
X and Jac“(X) into a principal homogeneous space over Jac’(X). Jacd(X) 
will be isomorphic to Jac’(X) as K schemes if X has a divisor of degree d, 
i.e., if the greatest common divisor of [K(x):K],, where x runs over all 
closed points of X, divides d. 
4. REPRESENTATIONS 
Let B be a k-algebra, finitely generated over k. If S is a k-scheme then 
an S-representation of degree n of B is a couple (cp, Co,), where 6JA is a sheaf 
of Azumaya algebras of rank n* over S and cp : B + H”(S, 0,) is a ring 
map. Two representations (cpi, OA,) and ((p2, OA2) are called equivalent if 
there is an isomorphism 6: OA, + OA2 of sheaves of rings such that 
cpz = H”(S, 0) 0 cpi . A representation of B is called irreducible if the image 
of B generates c?, locally. 
Let %fi, (B, S) = { q e uivalence classes of irreducible S representations of 
degree n of B}. 
4.1. THEOREM [P]. The functor S?efin (B, - ) is representable in Sch/k. 
Consistent with our conventions we will denote the scheme representing 
g&fin by Rep,(B). Sometimes it is more convenient to work with represen- 
tations into endomorphism sheaves of vector bundles. Let $,(B, - ) be 
the subfunctor of .%fii,(B, - ) consisting of representations into endo- 
morphism sheaves of vector bundles of rank n. 
4.2. LEMMA. 9+,, (B, - ) E S?n (B, - ). 
Proof. From the representability of 9&b,, (B, - ) and the left exactness 
of sheaffication [M], 
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To check the opposite inclusion it is clearly sufficient to look at affine 
schemes. Let cp : B + A be a representation over S = spec R. There exists a 
faithfully flat extension R’ of R such that R’ OR A E M, (R’). From the fact 
that B+&( B, - ) is a sheaf one obtains the exact sequence 
9+%(B, spec R) + B%+i,, (B, spec R’) 2 &?+&(B, spec R’ OR R’). 
However, the images of cp in %+& (B, spec R’) and %?efi, (B, spec R’ OR R’) 
clearly lie in 3n (B, - ). Hence cp itself lies in B( B, spec R). 
One is usually interested in representations of the free algebra. Let 
F= k(X,, . . . . X,), the free algebra in m variables. We will denote 
~&,(F, -) by ~qL,,(-). 4K -1 by g&(-J and Rep,(F) by Rep,,,. 
The following description of Rep,,, is available: Let (tl,~)li,,= 1, ._., n;.k = 1, .._, m 
be indeterminates and let rr: I;-+ M, (k[l$]) be the map obtained by 
sending X, to the matrix (<i,:!)i,i= 1, _,,, n. z(F) is the so called ring of generic 
matrices G, n. It has many line properties. In particular it is an C)re 
domain and its ring of quotients is the generic division algebra D,,,. D,,, 
has rank n2 over its center [PI. 
Let Cm,, be the subring of k[<j,y] generated by the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomials of the matrices rc(a), a E F. Then C,,, is a finitely 
generated k-algebra. Let V= spec C,,,. The elements of C,,, can be 
evaluated on Azumaya algebras as follows. Suppose A is an Azumaya 
algebra of rank n* over R and 1,, . . . . t, E A. Let R’ be a faithfully flat 
extension of R such that A OR R’ z M,(R’). Then the elements tk @ 1 are 
represented by matrices (a&)). Let UE C,,,. Then u(a$)) lies in R’ and 
faithfully flat descent shows that ~(a:,?) actually lies in R. Hence it makes 
sense to define 
u(t, 3 . ..7 t,) = u(a;,ki’). 
Using this evaluation one can construct a natural transformation 
+ : ~+L., + Homspec k ( - T 0 
Since both 92+z2,,, and Hom( -, V) are representable it suffices to define $ 
on affine schemes. Let cp : F + A represent an element of %~#,,,~(spec R). 
Then 
tj: C+ R: u + u(cp(X,), . . . . cp(X,)) 
defines an R point of V. 
4.3. THEOREM. II/ is open and hence Rep,,, may be realized us an open 
piece of V. 
Proof: This is a standard fact. See for example [P]. 
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5. COHOMOL~GY AND BASE CHANGE 
For completeness’s sake we recall some results from [EGA 33 which are 
needed in Section 6. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let f: X + Y be a projective morphism such that Y is 
locally Noetherian and let % be a coherent sheaf on Xflat over Y. Let y be 
a point of Y. Then 
(a) If the natural map 
cp’(y): ~if*wN3~(Y) + Hi(+qy,) 
is surjective then it is an isomorphism and the same is true for all y’ in some 
suitable neighborhood of y. 
(b) Assume that cp’( y) is surjective. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) cpi-‘( y) is also sutjective; 
(ii) R'f,(F) is locally free in a neigborhood of y. 
Proof The analogous theorem in the case that Y is Noetherian is 
proved in [H, p. 290). However, since Theorem 5.1. is purely local, one can 
generalize to the case where Y is locally Noetherian. 
5.2. COROLLARY. With notations as in Theorem 5.1, if H’(X,, %y) = 0 
then there is an open neighborhood U of y such that f,% 1 U is locally free 
and f.,, % @ k( y’) + H’(X,., %y,) is an isomorphism for all y’ E U. 
5.3. COROLLARY. With notations as in Theorem 5.1, if H’(X,, c?y,)=O 
and the natural map f *S, (%y) + %y is an isomorphism then 
(i) the same is true for all y’ in some suitable open neighborhood U 
of y and 
(ii) f, % is locally free on U and f *f* % 1 U + % I U is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof Clearly 
H’(X,, %y, = H’W,, f *f,(%y)) = H’(X,> C?u,Ok(y) f,(%)) 
= H’W,, %y)O,c(y) f, (%y) = 0 
and hence by Corollary 5.2 there is an open U’ such that f,% 1 U’ is 
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locally free, (f,S),, = f*pJ, for y’ E U’, and in particular (f*f,F),, z 
f*(f,F),~f*f,9~r9$ H ence since both f*f, F 1 U’ and F ) U’ are flat 
there is an open ye UC U’ such that (f*f,F)),, + TV, is an isomorphism 
for y’ E U. But then 
5.4. Remark. The assumption H’(X,, c?y,.) = 0 is necessary. Let Y be a 
curve of genus 1, YE Y, and let f: Yx Y-+ Y be the projection on the 
second factor. 
If .F is the ideal sheaf of the divisor ( y x Y) - A, where A denotes the 
diagonal, then clearly Fy z 0, and hence f *f, Fy --) 9y is an isomorphism, 
but this isomorphism does not spread out to a neighborhood of y. 
5.5. COROLLARY. Keep the notation as in Theorem 5.1, but assume 
X= lip” x Y such that f is the projection on the secondfactor. Then 
(i) {y’EX( f*f*$,,r$,,) is open 
and 
(ii) Iffor all y’ E X, f *f,Fyt, then f,S locally free and f *f*F z F. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 5.3 using the fact that 
fWY(,,9 I?&,,) = 0 for all y E Y. 
6. A DESCRIPTION OF Rep,, AS A JACOBIAN 
Our aim is to show that Rep,,, is birational with the Picard scheme of 
a bundle of non-singular curves over a rational variety. We will do so by 
constructing a non-empty intermediate functor %?a&& and maps 
where d = n(n - 1)/2 and $,JS) = { ( Y, .,&) 1 Y a hypersurface of degree n 
in Pi x,+ S smooth over S, ME@‘&&(S)}. ?& is represented by a Picard 
scheme over some open part of P k (0,: (n)), which proves our assertion. 
To construct ~%&fiF,~ we will construct a commutative diagram of 
functors Schfk --) Sets, 
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(**I 
where t and i are open, g is an isomorphism, and the lower square is a 
pullback. 
If we define &fit,,, ’ = 9’ then we can obtain Diagram (*) from Diagram 
(**) by sheaflicating and ‘lsing Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 2.2.5. 
6.1. Description of the Functors and Maps in Diagram (**) 
First let us fix some notations. We will from now on denote the 
homogeneous coordinates in Pi by (x, y, z). The line z = 0 is denoted by 
X. Let P be the point with coordinates (0, 0, 1). Then the projection our of 
P: Pi-P-+X will be denoted by $. If S is a k-scheme then Xx, S is 
denoted by X,. The base extension of $, $ x 1: (P: - P) x S + Xx, S is 
also denoted by $. Finally if Y is a subscheme of (IF’: - P) x S then the 
restriction of $ to Y will also be denoted by $. 
Now we continue with the description of diagram (**). 
1. 9JS)={Yl Y a hypersurface of degree n in P’: xk S}. 9m is 
representable by Lemma 3.1. Denote by P, the scheme representing 9n. 
2. Ypj)(S)= { YEYE 1 Y. IS smooth over S and YC (P:-- P) x S}. 
3. i is the inclusion of 9: in Yn. 9: and YE satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 2.2.3 and hence 9: is open in 9”. Therefore 9: is represented by 
some open PI1 c P,. 
4. c!& is as before. 
5. z?(S)= {(Y,Aq 1 YE93S), AE94k,,,(S), **Jiecmo,o, 
for some vector bundle 8 on Co,}. 
6. To define f we have to construct maps g,,(S) + Yn (S) natural in 
S. More generally we will define natural maps f(S) : 9-+z2,n (S) -+ Yn (S). 
Suppose that cp : k(X, , X,) -+ H’(S, oA) represents an element of 
c%+.*,,(S). If N: P(S, 0,) + H”(S, Lo,) is obtained from the reduced norm 
map then N(xcp(X,) + ycp(X,) + z) = u,(x, y, z) defines a homogeneous 
form with coefficients in H”(S, OS). If cp’: k(X,, X,) + H”(S, CVA,) is a 
representation equivalent to cp then cp’ = H”(S, 0)cp for some isomorphism 
6: c?, -+ OA,. 
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Hence 
NW’W,) + Ycp’(~*) + 2) = WmPt~,) + Ycp(~*) + z)) 
= Nw(X,) + Yd~,) + 2) 
which shows that u,,,(x, y, z) depends only on the equivalence class of 
(cp, oA). u,+,(x, y, z) defines subscheme Y, of p: x S. The coefftcients of 
uV (x, y, z) generate H”( S, OS’s) (the coefficient of zn is 1) and hence Y,/S is 
flat. Therefore Y, defines an element of pn (S) and we define f(S) as the 
map which sends (cp, 6$) to Y,. 
7. %$=%&xtP,~~. In other words S;,,(S)= {(~E’$,(S) If(S)(cp) 
E S:(S)}. By Lemma 2.2.3, gi,, is open in Yi,,. If we define &~p:,~ = g:,, 
then %fii,, = %p,,n x6 9: = { cp E Re;lz,,, 1 f(S)(q) E Sz> because of the 
fact that sheaffication commutes with inverse limits [M, p. 631. Again by 
Lemma 2.2.3 G%+& is open in %&+&+. 
8. Suppose that k(X,, X,) + H’(S, oA) represents an element of 
g:,,(S); i.e., 0A g &zd,,(d) for some vector bundle d of rank n over us. 
Then Y, (as defined in 6) will be a hypersurface in Pi x S. We will con- 
struct a natural injection i,: $.+Lor, -+ c?, 0, oXs. We suppose for sim- 
plicity that S= spec R. The general case follows by covering S with open 
allines. Under the given assumptions 
Y, = Proj RCx, Y, zllu, (x, Y, zh X= Proj R[x, y], 
d = p for some projective R-module of rank n and 0A = A”, where 
A = End(P). Then there is a natural graded R[x, y] linear map 
i,: RCx, Y, zllq,(x, Y, z)+ACx, ~1: x+x, Y+Y, z+ -cp(XIb-dX2) Y. 
This map defines a morphism i, : $, Oy, -+ OA @I@, Oxs 1 
&+xz!,,~ (E @0s Qs). Let J# r do,, Oxs. Now let S again be an arbitrary 
scheme. The map i, defines an +*O, module structure on 4. Since 
II/: Y, +X is affine, one can invoke [Ha 11.7.17(d)] to define an Lo,- 
module such that $ * J$ = & as $ * 0, module. We claim that &ZV is an 
invertible 0, module. Since Jlt, is clearly flat over S it is sufficient to show 
that J$+, Qos k(x) is an invertible 0, @0s k(x)-module for each closed point 
x E S. Hence it is enough to prove our claim in the case that S = spec k. In 
that case Y, is a nonsingular curve and A,+, is a torsion free 0, module 
of rank one, hence invertible. (Y,, J$,) is an element of %(S) and we define 
g(SNcp) = t y,, J&h 
Conversely, assume that (Y, .4?) is an element of s(S). Then 
II/ * 4! z d 0 bs L?ys is an $ * 0 ,, module and this module structure defines a 
map i: $, 0, -+ &‘zd(b 0, I?ys). We will use this map to define a represen- 
tation k( X,, X,) + H”(S, &~d(b)). As before we will assume for sim- 
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plicity that S= spec R. By Corollary 3.2 we know that Y is embedded in 
P* x spec R by an equation U(X, y, z) = 0, where u is a form of degree n 
with coefficients in R such that the coefficient of zn is 1. Let 8 = p. Then 
the map i gives rise to a graded R[x, y] linear map 
i: Nx, Y, zIMx, Y, z) -, EnW)Cx, ~1. 
Then i(z) = --xX; - yX;, where Xi, X; E End(P). Sending X, + Xi and 
X2 + Xi defines a representation cp : k (X, , X2 ) -+ End(P). 
Associating rp to (Y, Jz’) gives an inverse to g(S), which shows that g is 
an equivalence of functors. 
9. For completeness we repeat the definition of Z!,,d. Let 
9” : Sch/spec k -+ Sets be the functor defined by 
P!,(S)= { YEP~(,S) 1 Y/Ssmooth). 
Then 
10. t(S) maps the couple (Y, &‘) considered as an element of 5!(S) to 
the same couple (Y, A), considered as an element of J&~(S). t(s) is well 
defined since if $,JZ = B@,, oXs then a simple computation (using the 
Riemann-Roth Theorem for X and a fiber of Y) shows that deg ,,@ = 
n(n - 1)/2. To prove that t is opne we have to verify the conditions a, b, c 
of Lemma 2.2.3. This is straightforward from the fact that 9: c 9Jf, is open 
and Corollary 5.5 (using that $, JZ g B 00, Q+ o the natural map 
pTp2 * #*A + +,A is an isomorphism, where p2 : X, --, S is the natural 
projection). 
This finishes the construction of Diagram (.+M) except for the fact that we 
have not yet shown that &4& is non-empty. It clearly suffices to show 
that Sy,,(spec k) # a. This amounts to finding a representation 
cp : C (X, Y) + M,(k) such that us (x, y, z) defines a non-singular curve in 
Pi. The existence of cp can be deduced from the following lemma. 
6.1.1. LEMMA. Let A,, A,, A, be general n x n matrices over k. (By 
“general” we mean that the entries should be algebraically independent over 
the prime field in k.) Then the curve with homogeneous equation 
det(x,A,+x,A,+x,A,)=O 
is non-singular. 
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Proof We start with two preliminary steps which hold in slightly 
greater generality. 
Step 1. Let A,, . . . . A, be general n x n matrices. Let VC lF$’ - ’ be the 
scheme defined by the homogeneous equation 
det(x,d, + . . . +x,A,)=O. 
Let W c PIG- ’ x P”- ’ be defined by the equation 
(x,A,+ ... +x,A&=O, 
where the 
represent the elements of IPi- ‘. If Ai= (a$)) then the equations of W in 
Pr-‘x Pj-’ are 
for j= 1, . . . . n. 
The Segre embedding 8 of PT- ’ x P- ’ in Pjltn- I is defined as the map 
p~-lxp”,-l+py-l: ((xi), (A,)) + (x,1,). Let IV’ be the image of 
PTP1 x P”-’ under 0. If we denote the homogeneous coordinates as Py - ’ 
by (Q)~= i, __,, m;k= r, ,__, n then the equations which define O(W) as a closed 
subscheme of W’ are 
So 0(W) is obtained from W’ by intersecting with n general hyperplanes 
and hence is non-singular by Bertini’s theorem [H, p. 1793. This implies 
that W is non-singular. 
Step 2. The following inequality holds: 
rk(x,A, + ... +x,A,)>n-m+2. (*) 
This is certainly not the best possible bound but it s&ices for our 
purposes. It is sufficient to give special Als satisfying (*). We take 
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and 
A,= 
where the ‘lji’ are general. 
Step 3. Here we specialize m to 3. If C is the curve with homogeneous 
equation 
det(x,A, +x2A2+x3A3)=0 
then there is a projection map 
(25: W+C:(x,A)+x. 
We claim that 4 is an isomorphism. To prove this it sufhces to show that 
4 induces a bijection on the set of R points of W and C for R an arbitrary 
commutative local k-algebra. An R point of C is given by elements 
xi, x2, x3 E R such that C xiR = R and 
det(x,A,+x,A,+x,A,)=O. 
By elementary linear algebra and by Step 2 we can then find unique (up to 






Hence 4 is an isomorphism and C is non-singular. 
For completeness we give a description of the scheme representing 9n,d. 
Since St, is open in Pn’,, 5pfi is represented by some open subscheme Pf, of 
P,. Then there is a closed subscheme WC Pi x Pi that is a universal family 
of smooth curves in Pi. 
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6.1.2. LEMMA. (a) %,n,d(S) = {(Y, W I YE 9”(S), ME Picdyls(W}. 
(b) Pic$,,l represents 9n,d. n 
ProojI Easy. 
Denote by Qn,d the scheme representing $,d. Taking everything together 
we have shown 
6.1.3. THEOREM. Rep,,, is birational with Q,,dz Pied,,,,;. 
Proof: L%fiF n is representable by some open subscheme Rep:,, of 






In this section we clarify the relation between Qn,d and the description of 
Rep,, given in Section 4. 
Let n be the “generic” representation 
@<X v + ~,bwl,:‘1) 
x+ (51,l))i,j9 y-t cry),;,, 
and let C = C,,,. Then u,(x, y, z) = det(xrc(X) + y7t( Y) + z) is an element of 
C[x, y, z]. Let C, be the subring of C generated by the coefficients of u,. 
Let 0: V-t V, be the map associated to the inclusion C, c C. We will 
construct an injection u such that the following diagram is commutative: 





%G,n - .9;CPn 
Since all functors in this diagram are representable it suflices to work with 
affine schemes. 01 is defined as follows. If u: C, + R represents an R point 
of V, then u(u,(x, y, z)) is an element of degree n of R[x, y, z] and hence 
defines an element of pn(spec R). Clearly a(spec R) is a monomorphism. 
To check that Diagram 6.2.1 is commutative take an R representation 
cp: @(X, Y) -+ A representing an element ofB?e/zJspec R). Then $((cp, A)) 
is represented by the map C-t Rx + u(cp(X), cp( Y)). Hom( -, O)($((cp, A))) 
is represented by the map C, + R: u + o(cp(X), q(Y)). Hence 
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cc(Hom( -, O)($, A))) is obtained by evaluation of the coefficients of the 
form 
4(x, Y, z) = NX~(W + Yd Y) + z) 
in (q(X), cp( Y). By definition we obtain the form u~(x, y, z) = N(xcp(X) + 
ycp( Y) + z). This shows that Diagram 6.2.1 is commutative. 
Diagram 6.2.1 gives rise to a commutative diagram of schemes 
where II/ and t 0 g are open. From this one deduces that generically c1 is an 
isomorphism (using the fact that Q, d + Pj, is surjective) and hence the 
map 8: V+ V, coincides generically with the projection map Qn,d + P!,. 
6.2.2. COROLLARY. Cl is a polynomial ring. 
Proof: C, has (n + l)(n + 2)/2 - 1 generators (we do not count the 
coefftcient of z” which is 1) and this is exactly the dimension of P!,. 
6.2.3. THEOREM. Let C’ = CO, k(C,). Then there is a smooth plane 
curve Y of degree n over k(C,) such that 
(a) C’ is the coordinate ring of an open piece of Jacd( Y), where 
d= n(n - 1)/Z. 
(b) Zf n is odd then Jar/( Y) 2 Jac’( Y). 
ProoJ This is clearly a statement about the generic’ structure of the 
map 8: V+ V, but by the above we may as well look to the map 
Qci,n + PA. Let i: q + P,!, be the generic point and let Y = W xp; ye, where W 
was defined just before Lemma 6.1.2. Clearly Y is a smooth plane curve of 
degree n over k(Pf,) z k(C,). Furthermore Qd,n x p;q = Pi&,,,; x p; q = 
Picd,xp;qlv = Ja&( Y). proves (a). 
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(b) follows from the fact that Y has a divisor of degree n obtained 
by intersecting Y with a line in Pi,,;,. Hence if y1 is odd then n I d and 
therefore 
Ja&( Y) 2 Jac’( Y). 
6.2.4. Remark. For reasons of clarity we explicitly write down the 
simple equation of Y. Let (a,,), i& 0, j>O, k>O, i+j+ k= n, 
(i, j, k) # (0, 0, n) be indeterminates and let uOOn = 1. Then k(C,) = k(u& 
and the homogeneous equation of Y may be written as 
c uii.+‘yjzk = 0. 
6.3. Appli&at~~n~ 
(6.3.1) n = 2. In this case Y is a conic and hence Jacd( Y) is reduced 
to one point. Therefore k(C) = k( C,) is purely trancendental over k. This 
was already shown in [Fl 1. 
(6.3.2) it = 3. In this case Y is an elliptic curve. This fact is consistent 
with the explicit description of C in the case (m, n) = (2,3) in [LV]. 
7. RATIONALITY OF Q3,3 
In this section we provide a geometric proof that Q3,3 is rational.,This 
impiies Formanek’s rationality result for k(C,,) CFZ]. It is clear that we 
may as well look at the variety Q3,0. Let (C, L)) represent a point of Q,,, 
and denote by P,, P,, P, the points of L n C, where L is a fixed line in lP:. 
This is only canonical up to an element of S,. 
There are unique Qi on C such that Pi f L) - Q, where - denotes linear 
equivalence. Furthermore Qi + Pj - Qj+ Pi and therefore the points R, 
obtained by intersecting the lines PiQj and PjQi lie also on C. Conversely 
if we are given points Pi, Q, and a curve C of degree 3 going through the 
points Pi, Qi, R, then D is uniquely defined as the divisor class which 
contains the divisor Q, - P,. 
7.1. DEFINITION. (a) Let U be the variety parametrizing the tuples 
(tPi)i=1,2,3t (Qi)i=l,,,,), where P,, P,, P, lie on L. 
(b) ‘Let U’ be the variety parametrizing the tuples ((Pi),= 1,2,3r 
(Qi)i= 1,2,3r C) where P,, P,, P, lie on L and C is a curve of degree 3 
Passing through the Points (Pi),= 1,~,3~ (Qitt= 1,2,3? (R,i)(i.j)=(l,*f,(2,33,13.1)* 
Q is birational with U’/S3, where cr E S3 acts as (Pi, Qj, C) + 
(Pac~,oQ.(ij. C). The following facts are easily proved: 
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(1) U/S, is rational. This follows from the following well known fact. 
Let G be a finite group and let V and V’ be two finite dimensional 
representations of G such that G acts generically free on V. Then 
k( I’)[ V’]” z~?k( V)‘[ V’]. To apply this lemma, let G= S3 and let 
Vresp. V’ be the coordinates of the P’s and the Q’s in some affine plane. 
(2) k(U’) is a rational function field of transcendence degree one 
over k(U). k( U’) is obtained from k(U) by adjoining the solutions of a set 
of linear equations. Using Gaussian elimination one sees that this defines 
a purely trancendental extension. The fact that tr deg k( U’)/k( U) = 1 
follows from [Ha V.4.4 and V.4.51. 
(3) U’/S, + U/S, has generically a section. Such a section may be 
constructed as follows. Fix a .point SE P: and associate with each tuple 
(P,, Qi) the unique curve C of degree 3 passing through the point 
Pi, Qi, R,, and S. 
From (1) and (2) it is clear that k( U’)s3 is the function field of a one 
dimensional conic over k(U)“‘. But from (3) it follows that this conic has 
a rational point. Hence k( U’) is rational. Since k( U’)s3 is the function field 
of Q3,0 we have shown that Q,,, is rational. 
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